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A.A.S.O
Akido
Anthropology Club

Art Club

$2,000.00
$350.00
$0.00
$0.00
$529.00
$0.00
>

Audio Co-op

Bard Hudson Summer
Bard Amnesty lnt•J

B.A.G.L.E.

B. B.S.
B.B.S.O.
B.C.F.G.
B.C.F.S.

B.J.S.S.
Bard Observer

Bard Papers
Bard Party Brigade
Bard Pool Club
B.E.M.S.
Candle Club
Central Committee
Chess Club
C.E.S ..O.
C.F.C.

Cricket Club
Dance Club
Debating Club

Entertainment
Comm..
.

Film Cqmn).

Fishing Club

Freak
- =I.D.R.O. - ....
-I.R.C. --

$450.00

$1,800.00
$550.00
$2,200.00
$0.00
$200.00
$620.00
$2,200.00
$0.00
$150.00
$0.00
$746.00
$0.00
$2,000.00
$0.00
$0.00 '
$0.00
$0.00
$500.00 $0.00
. . $10,000.00
-$1()~000.00

$0.00
"$450.00

Ping Pong Club
Psychology Club
Russian Club

$550.00
$682.00
$2,000.00
$750.00
$1,500.00
$700.00
$0.00
$0.00
$300.00
$0.00
$310.00
$200.00
$500.00

Scottish Dancing

$150.00

Sister City

$0.00 .
$850.00

..

1.5.0.

J.S.O.
L.A.S.().
i..P.S.G.

Menage
M.S.O.

Outing Club
Performance Club

S.M.A.C.E.S.
S.M.O.G.
SPAZ
S.P.S.
Trek

Wedding Proposal
Women•s Center
W.X.B.C.

Zen Ju

lers

S&oo.oo·

- $150.00
$600.00
$150.00
$0.00
$1,500.QO
$1,270.00
$23.05

c
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$2,861.80
$660.00
$750.00
$900.00
$1,100.00
$1,500.00
$875.00
$3,763.53
$709.60
$9,325.00
$270.55
$1,700.00
$2,968.00
$1,310.00
$800.00
$1,350.00
$140.00
$1,394.00
$131.43
$1,930.00
$490.00
$657.00
$2,142•.00
$910 .. 95
$1,830.00
$2.~9~.00
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$2,200.·00
$400.00
$450.00
$450.00
$1,100.00
$1,500.00
$450.00

$1,290.00
$709.6Q

$2,000.00
$150.00
$800.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$550.00
$100.00
$1,200.00
$0.00
$1,930.00
$290.00
$300.00
$1,200.00
$408.95
$450.00
$400.00"$10,000.00 '
$9,800.00.

' $13,575.00
$10,585.00
$130.00
$810.. 00
$1,290.00
'$2,769.00
$3,000.00
$1,200.00
. $2,200.00
$1,925.00
$2,400.00
$848.00
$1,065.00
$210.00
$510.00
$717 ..00
$2,300.00
$287.00
$769.85

".- $70.00
$550.00
,.. - $700.00
$1,000.00
$2,100.00
$800.00
$1,100.00
$850.00
$1,400.00
$500.00
$400.00
$150.00
$260.00
$400.00
$700.00

$1,242.90

$1,050.0_0

$600.00
$275.00

$500.00
$175.00

$1,625.00

$600.00

$220.00
$800.00
$1,650.00
$272.00
$170.00

$200.00

-

$200.00

$400.00

$300.00

$1,100.00
$272.00
$40.00
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,.SPRING BREAK '94*
box#1046.
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Hey Rabbit! Dear my dreamy ,
Florida & Padre! 110% Lowest
Price Guarantee! Organize 15 if you're reading this you must be
According to the National Grounds,affinnedthatBardCol- commented that the budget for friends and your trip is FREE! here! Juy and rapture! Take off my
Weather Service, almost five feet Iegeisfacingthisdilemrnaaswell. snow removal is 11floating." In TAKE A BREAK STUDENT shoes and stay awhile, a long, long,
of snow has fallen in the Hudson 1'The problem is, we don't have other words, since no sum was TRAVEL (800) 328-7283.
long while. J:.oved oflove, Tigger.
Valley Region enough material," he said.
previously established as a limit,
so far this
According to Simmons, the money is made available as it is
Help Wanted! Children's En- -Stop. Stop. Stop. Stdp. Stop.
winter. That College has already depleted its- required.
tertainment Agency Now Hiring Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop. STOP!
figure does stockpile of salt. Since the local
While Simmons could not com- local talented, reliable, and ener- DAMMIT, JANET, STOP WHIPnot include distributors have been cleaned mentonthestatusofthemajorcon- getic people. Excellent pay. Males PING ME WITH YOUR ACTION
anyofthesleet out, Bard is buying its salt from _ s~ction projects around campus, onlyatthistime(sorrygirls).Must FIGURE!
orrainthathas the western part of New York hereportedthattherehavenot~ have a car. (914) 758-6084
• also
de- State-and paying the hefty ''too many problems with general
Gretchen! Silly Wabbit, wicker
scended upon shipping fees which that entails. maintenance." He admitted that
Applications are now available baskets are for clowns! Love, peace
us. This vast Simmons said that 32 tons of salt there are still leaking roofs which in the Dean of Students Office for and com, Gretchen.
amountofwinterpredpitationhas - arrived on Monday morrung,and - cannot be repaired as of yet. He said Peer Counselor posi~ions for the
wreaked havoc upon roads all that the retailers are taking ad- that workers have inadvertently 1994-95 academic year. If you
'What is this want
across the east coast, and as the vantage of Bard's predicament. • caused more damage to the roofs thiilk that you have the potential
that makes me fun
to look at you?
winter continues, some hardAs for sand, Simmons stated while trying to remove built-up to be an effective leader and you
pressed communities are con- thattheCollege's nonnalbuyer'' snow.Heaskedfora'1ittlepatience" like working with people, this
I do not know.
fronted with an even greater -still has a supply 1~. But that, regarding the roof leaks, because might be the job for you. ApplicaIt is of me as is my
problem:
-too, is going quickly. Simmons therepairworkcannotbedoneuntil tions are due on Monday, Februbreath.
Do you tell yo_urself
They are running out of sand, could not confirm the status of the most of the snow is gone.
ary 28 by 5:00pm. Why not talk to
DutchessCounty'ssl)owsupplies
Of course, there is the possi- a Peer Counselor or Gladys
salt and money.
to breathe?
In a brief interview Monday (Dutchess County is responsible bilfty that things will get even Watson at extension 455 for more · It is my nature,
morning, Chuck Simmons, the for maintaining Annandale messier when the thaw actually information.
and being nature
Director of Buildings and -Road.)However,hedidstatethat does arrive. Simmons anticiis not right or wrong
nor good or bad,
·
"I understand that pated that #the roads won't be
ATTENTION STUDENTS INbut innocent of purpose.
~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~;"~ the Department of · in the best of shape," especially TERESTED IN STUDYING IN
It is my body's music,
Transportation since thefrost-lineisso deep in EASTERNEUROPENEXTYEAR:
and its truth."
pilesarequite hefty, the ground.
An application information sheet
and that communi"AU the rain drainage is from the Program in International
Thomas: Leave him alone. I like
ties cap purchase . blocked," he said. If the college Education is available in the Cayou too, but leave him alone!
from the County if receivestoomuchrainfall,orifthe reer Services Office.
their own supplies snow thaws out too quickly, exHear ye, hear ye, all ye virgins
run low."
cess water could cause more
Horseback Riding lessons in
Simmons also problems than potholes.
'il' Tivoli, NY. Indoor ring, $15 /hour. (and all you debauched old-timers
Call Jorge at 757-4400 or Michelle too): thisFridayatlOpm, we'll be
showing and performing Rocky
at (203) 845-0869.
Horror in the Old Gym. We look
forward to giving you over to
Scholarships Available
The New York State Dietetic absolute pleasure .. .immerse
Association is offering scholar- yourself in an erotic nightmare.
ships in several categories. For
I lay there fearlessly, the
information on applications, contact Eileen Fitzgerald at 229-7384. noumena floating over me. He
said it would only hurt for three
Fretless Electric Bass Guitar: 4- seconds, but I counted sixteen.
string; recently refinished, re- The gauze was rather loose: my
soldered, re-stringed. 20' Patch trust diminished with the twincord included. $200 obo. Shawn kling of the headlights. I never
11
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According to Kim Squillace, Director of Safey and Security,
students parking in the Cruger Village and Oberholzer lots are
being asked to park at Kline for the night of Thursday, February
17th. In order to remove the tremendous amount of snow and
mud that has accumulated in the parking lots, Buildings and
Grounds will be cleaning out the lots early Friday morning.
Transportation from the Kline lot back to Cruger Village is
availableeveryeveningat7pm,and themorningshuttlesat8:30
and 9:30am can bring students back to their cars. 'This is going
to make everything easier for everyone in the long run," said
Squillace as she urged students to vacate the lot tomorrow night.
Similarrnaintenanceislikelyto be conducted on the other lots on
campus in the near future.

You may have read about it in
the packet you received over intercession. Or you may have
heard about it through word of
mouth. Either
way,
you
were probably a bit surto
, prised
learn that
Jefferson
Huang will
no longer be
the guy you go to for summer
jobs or grad ~hool applications.
Perhaps even more surprising is
the fact that Maureen Forrestal,
Bard's counselor, will be taking
over his position.
As the dust settles, students
hav~ _h_ad a hard time finding either Huang or Forrestal, and ~o
one has really had much idea as
to what is going on. A~ ~onfusing
asitmightseem~tially,thesitu-

. ationisactualiyrelativelysimple:
as the semester progresses, both
will be increasingly easy to reach
lS they become accustomed to
their new duties.
I..ate last semester, Huang was
promoted from Assistant Dean ·
of StUdents to Associate Dean of
Students, with his primary respoitsibility being first-year students. In his old position, his
functions included career counseling,organizingorientationactivities during L&:T, drug and alcohol education, scheduling stu. · dentactivities/partyregistration,
. general counseling, and being on
call fur emergencies. His job has
not changed drastically, but his
duties· have consolidated and
deepened. He will provide counseling and assistance to first-year
students, work to bring the class
together as a community, run
substance free events every
weekend, and continue his work
during L&T.

In response to the studet;tts' surprise at the job change, Huang
said, ''It kind of surprised me too."
Withthepromotionhavingtaken
effect}anuaryl,hespentintercession tying up loose ends and
working with Maureen Forrestal,
showing her around the clutte!'ed
office in Stone Row and talking
aboutthetransition.Itwasn'tuntil
recently, however, that Huang
found permanent housing (as
anyone who has looked for him
since the beginning of the semester
can attest). An office in Tewksbury wasconsidered., as was Annandale House, the former home
of the music department. The final decision was put to him in the
office above Security, in the Old
Gym. The Women' sCenter, which
had previously been housed there,
will move to Annandale House, a
switch which should work out
well -for everyone. Not only will
Huang be right in the center of
campus in a highly travelled area,

thew Deady !oJ'lay Motown, and
Deirdre d' Albertis to take out all
her old Madonna,'' joked Huang,
though in all seriousness he is
attempting to involve faculty in
theactivities. "We'renottryingto
knock out the entertainment or
film committee with everything
we plan. We're just increasing the
variety."
Meanwhile, Maureen Forre~tal
has spent a great deal of time
shuttling from Health Services to
the Career Development Office.
She was approached by Vice
President Dimitri Papadimitriou,
who asked if she was interested in
filling the vacancy left after
Huang's promotion. She has had
experience at Bard's Career Development Office, having filled in
during an intercession after
Harriet Schwartz left. She also had
an internship and assistanceship
- .... at S}'racuse University in which
buttheWomen'sCenterwillhave she helped to start a career and
more room for their office and a life planning counseling service
library. The move is not quite while in the doctoral program.
complete, and Huang does not Though a therapeutic counselor
have a phone yet, but if you have here ...since- 1990, she has been
to find him, that is where to find employed in the career develophim.
ment office of SUNY Morrisville.
Forrestal'sjobsituationisalittle
The intrepid Associate Dean is
already planning a semester full sticky. "Because Bard is hiring a
of fun_ a_ctivities. Tewksbury full time drug and alcohol counloungewaspackedlastFridayfor selor, I wouldn't have been keptthepizza testingparty.About200 here full-time. Now I'm splitting
students came to try the area's my time, and I'll have both jobs at
offerings,votingFourBrothersthe least until the end of the semesbest. Students can also watch the ter."Thatdoesnqtmeanherjobis
Winter Olympics on the Jarge in jeopardy, just that she might be
colortelevisionHuangpurchased, a little hard to find for a while.
while munching on the free food. Watch for her posted office hours.
She, too, has been planning acA student committee has· been
giving input as to what to sched- tivities which allow her to comule and some of the upcoming bine her experience in career and .
.events are velcro jumping, a emotional counseling. For exbungee run, a battle of the bands, ample, she is hoping to hold a
~
day-long senior conference this
comics and singers.
Perhaps the piece de resistance spring (after_ senior projects are
would be a dance disc jockeyed due), with' speakers from on and
byprofessors.'WecouldgetMat- off campus, who will discuss a

variety of situations facing the
graduating students. How to create a budget, how to make social
ties in a new post-Bard community, choosing health plans and
company recruitment are some of
the sessions she hopes to offer.
Forrestal is also interested in
using internships as part of President Clinton's volunteerism plan.
She wants to place students in
agencies sponsored by the United
Way of Poughkeepsie, but a program like this is still being discussed. An updated list of summerinternshipsand jobs has been
completed, and is available in Ule
Career Development· office.
Forrestal is still waiting for her
budget, so many of her plans will
have to remain merely possibilities until funding is made available.
Open to suggestions, Forrestal encourages students to approach her
with any ideas they may have. ''I
can't promise anything, but I'll sure
try," she said confidently. Anyone
withideasabouttheseniorronference
srould talk with her, or Tami Sloane
or Ephen Colter, the senior class coPresidents.·
V'
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Essay

--- bY_ cOntest
Anne
Miller

<

:··: The StmkyongGroup of Korea is
_presenting its second annual Essay
Contest for registered under. gradua\eandgraduatestudentsin
Atthestartoflastnight'sbud, -~areas of science, government/ get _forum, Planning Committee
-la'Y, and business. The top essays Chair Jeff Rhyne commented that
in_each of the three areas will be
he felt this
··chose-n as -the winners of
semester's
was"themost
-_Sunkyong's '~Global Leaders of
-.- TP:tnQ~w'' ~y Contest.
objective bud~
· -_- The Sunkyong Group is a major
get
ever."
: · producer of petroleum products
Some ques' and chemicals, a worldwide gentions were
--. ·£!Cll ~~4lg ~mpany, a: manufacraised about
-:· :_-JU.rer_of .~_xti~es, polyester film,
--;_~-- :_~gnetic tapes and .discs, and a
this, particu, ,-: s~i$tin engineering and con. : larly from
:_:.)~ru.~~i9n ~nd_ Qulk _~hipping. B.A.G.L.E. and L.A.S.O. (who felt
- -·lo~~ in ~?53, Sunkyong is one that their allotments had· been
. ~( I<o~~'s -~t business groups, unfai~ly reduced over-the yws),
.- _; . )~mploying Jll()re than 22,000 men but 'a.fter an hour and a half of
.. :·-~ and womeiiin 35 countries. With _deliQerati~n,onlyonechangewas
_.;~reveriues~of
15 billion dollarS, made. B.A.C.L.E., in an: attempt

over

·.

-~ :-~'tionaiSOOlist
~u:~~=-=· ·--~~~
· · -.

to_protest monetary attacks on fund,butfailedmiserablydueto brought forth by Wedding Proother clubs and the emergency the fact that it would have en- posal, formally called the Wedfund, proposed anamendm_e ntto tailed taking-$300 from the I.S.O, ding Club, and called for $100
give$10oftheirallotmentbackto $300 from B.B.S.O, $400 froin the fromthee~rgencyfimdbegiven
the emergency fund.
Menage and $300 from L.A.S.O. . to them so that they could hold ·
Atotalofsixamendmentstothe (four of the biggest groups on more than one event this semesbudget were proposed. The first, campus). The fourth, proposed by ter. Although the sponsor of the
proposed by the Reeording Stu- B.A.G.L.E., symbolic resolution amendmEm.t received a lot of atdio, whodidnotsubmitabudget, passed. The fifth, proposed by a tention(duetotheWeddingdress
was to take $290 from the emer- member of the Senior Class, also she wore w bile - reading -the
ge
- ·n cyfund to get equipment they- passed. This amendment stated ·amendment), the proposal failed
failed to purchase last semester. that whatever money remaining to be passed. The- budget then
This failed. The second, propo~ in the Convocation Fund at . the went to be passed (as is shown on
by a member of the Outing Oub end, of the semester '(if anyfbe the front page of this.Pa-J'er>. - . .
was to take $185 from the emer- given to the Senior Oass so !hat
Election results arid committee
gency fund, also failed. The thirq, _. they may_hold a better tent party reports 'will .be fea~ed
next'
propoSed bv an independent stu- and donate a better_ gift . to the week's issue.
V'
dent, was ~so ain\ed at giVing college~ The sixth, and final,
~money back to the emergency amendment proposal was
.
. .- ._.. . _..
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... >· Eligibility: Yo~ mtffit be a regis- I
V
I
·_·;,--·Je_~ed ~pllege undergraduate or
*Please
insert
a
Yes.
No
or
DC
(Don't'
Car~) in e.ach bo~_ acc~rding to ~hether o~ not Y~!J _ tt-t~nk
1 the new Student Center should have and return to the Observer via campus mail ·
· -:<· gradua~ stUdent at the time you
·1
- ~ ·~. -~:s~bmit,_your. contest

entry. No
employee or family

•I First Aid Station

..-_ , -~:S~n)<y~ng
.· .:) lriem~r,s pf Sunkyo~g~mployees
:~:/wi;tl~allow~ to compete. ·· .
I couches
· :-'~;~ _{:~nf#t~ Thees.o;a.ywilladdress
I
.:.: ;~ftl¢U.S.-::As~_retatiopslrlpin the era
. ~ p{ globalization as it pertains to a :New Pool Table & Equipment
-::/~particular field of study; science,
- -~·govetnl'ilent/law,orbusiness.Stu-

·.:~~d~ts ~ ~.to choose only

.· : ~:.one field and indicate the field of
: :. their chOiee in the release form A

-:~_~Ieessaytopicmay be how the

. _~~u.s._~Asia

economic _relationship

:c.~Will . be . ~ ~ hq~_it ~Y
_. ~ ~volye~fu.~epassageofNAFfA~

-__:." Rule.s~ Each essay must be indi- ." vidually written and - submitted.
·- :,There will be no team efforts. Each
--]'~y-must ~no longer than two
_·; ~~pages. The essaY must l:Je typed
· .anddQqble:-spacedona 8 1/2X11
:-_. ~~ sheet. of
The name of the

paper.

-:_>~~ror~~y~~~~=:

: .:·-.;.> Jhi_~_ad_dress: SunkyongU.S.A.,Inc.
·:-~- :~OCMP c/o Essay Contest 110 East
. - 55th Street, 16th Floor, Nevi York,

•

Music Practice Rooms

· Laundry Facility
Campus Phone

I Film Viewing Area

More than 1 pay phone

; Dance Floor

Posted Local Buslfrain Schedules

-·I Jukebox
-•
I Radio Station.

-

--

:.:.

•
! Newspaper Office

:Club Offices
·. ·.-NYI002
--- .
.
--. : ;--)udgfug: Judging is based on the I
- ~ -- ----

·1 Club Meeting Space

,.,

Individual Club Bulletin BQards
Community Bulletin Board

24 Hour Post Office Access
Lounge area
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-
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•.
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Change machine

JVideo Games

; Recording Studio
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Ping Pong Table
-·

Condom Vending Machines

•I

_ :. following: Understanding of the
I
.: -~--~1.!$-J\Sia relationship in the era of
I
'~ ~;fglobalization as it pertains to a. :cablerr.v. Watching Room
--A Wipe Off Message Board
I
~~~cole1r field of study (Science,
I
~..,. .;:bG:oveminent/Uiw, or Business).
Rotating Student Art Exhibit
+= ~.:~~~~ persuasiveneSs of the-argu- : Designated-Smoking Room
I
~ -~)n~nt/ opinion presented. The
I
.~:~~Qtjginality of the argument/ I Art Studios·
Cigarettes
for
sale
'
I
c.: _·_:-~opinion presented in the essay. The
I
.-_.'t_final selection will be made by
:. ,:"~Sunkyong U.S.A. Three winners, 1 @~IJu®[f ~M~@®~\ko®ou~~
. - . - - - - - - - - - - -__-_- - - - - - - - - - - _ . . . ; .___ 11
. - ~one _in each category will be se- I ~ . ~;iJected .
.
I
I
--,-...;~~ Deadline: Aprill, 1994
I
'
I
-~~ --~Awards: $5,000 to each of the
be printed -in next week•_s issue. Next Week•s Survey: What to eat?
I
:. __:.: _;:thr.e.e,..winners and a one week trip I Results
· _. toKoreaduringthesummerof1994.

•
•
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.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.

Insane Excuses
by AndyChoung
In the February issue of Time magazine, there was an an interesting and insightful
essay by Margaret Carlson, entitled uThat Killer Smile" -a reference to the smile that
appeared on Lyle Menendez when the jury admitted being deadlocked~ Her basic point
was that~~ At a time when the public is clamoring for a get-~ough policy on crime, juries
are being led to emphasize." Today is the '~age of the culprit as victim."
While mentioning other recent, well-known ca-ses of uvictimization", Carlson focused
upon the Menendez trial as the finest expression of victim chic. She pointed out that
despite obvious incriminating evidence, the defense was able to lull the jury into a state
of doubt through theatrics, which relied upon the obnoxious length of the trial. There
was nothing legally amiss, however. That was the point: in another time, such theatrics
would not have confused a jury away from the fact that the Menendez brothers killed
their parents (as they sat eating ice cream and watching -TV and admitted it. I think
Carlson's point is about the attitude that has swept the recent prominent cases.
Carlson's essays set me thinking and I think.that an even more substantial point can
be made about the justice system, something more than just an attitude. My girlfriend
made a very insightful observation about that other "victimization" case-the Bobbit
trial. From what I have been told, the basis of the "not-guilty-by-reason-of-insanity''
verdict was the sexual and physical abuse (which included failing to orgasm-Bobbit
failing that is) she suffered. The abuse drove her to the act. ~owever, I believe 'Wayne"
was also found not-guilty in his trial-not guilty of abuse. So, it seems then that the
justice system found Bobbit innocent of an assault by reason of the abuse she suffe_red
which the courts concurrently acknowledged in another trial as being, at i:he least,
legally inconsequential.
_
This is a confusing and disturbing situation~ Granted that the two cases were separate
trials, is there not a glaring inconsistency? Isn't the implication that had Bobbit and
Wayne switched juries, the verdicts would have been reversed? Of course, one can't
stretch this kind of thinking too far since you might say that a jury that convicted one
accused murderer would convict all accused murderers. But the tie between the cases
seems so direct.
1think that Carlson's pointiscertainlyapplicable,sincetheatricson thepartofBobbies.
defenseandBobbiesown-performancewereundoubtedlyeffectivP_RutTthinkthpmore
startiingimplicationis theabsurdityofthedefense. The discrepancybetween 11Wayne's"
acquittal and the basis of the Bobbit verdict indicates that the actual fact of the abuse is
not the issue, but rather to what exte~t can an external influence justify criminal actions.
What Carlson poin~ our in her ~say is really about the tendency, visible in these
prominent cases, of the justice system to seek an excuse for individual actions, to accept
that an individual is not culpable as a matter of principle-after all, aren't we all just
social and psychological products. But this is precisely the opposite of what justice
_. meansw
.,; ~"
.
Maybe I am overreacting (being a male) to my observations on the Bobbit case, maybe
they are not as cataclysmic as I make them to be. But I am reminded of something
Sigmund Freud muttered, something about us all being a little mad in our own way.lf
insanity is an excuse, then we are all innocent no- matter what we do.

_Strais)h.t_ fl::'?»."- the,
'

Stars

l
~

Aries (March 21- April19): Your life will reflect a fluctuation of highs and lows. The
lows will play the s.trongest role in future happiness.
Taurus (April20-May20): You will be saved from public shame. Remain humble and
loving.
Gemini (May21-June 20): Fashion concerns you. Maybe it's time to sort through your
old clothing and treat yourself to a shopping trip.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22): A storm will cause you to temporarily lose interest. The
worry, however, will pass.
Leo (July 23- August 22): It's time to wash yourself of anything and everything that's
been making you feel uncomfortable. Expect a special calL
Virgo (August 23- September 22): Few have suffered as you have, but this week will
bring only good things yo~ way.
·
_
Libra (September 23- October 22): To identify with the problems of your friends you
may need to first spend some time away.
Scorpio (October 23- November 21): Do not reject_ the signs of destiny. Your secret
thoughts hold the key to your happiness.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): Fantasizing about it will not make it so.
Share a thought or two this week with a good friend.
Capricorn (December 22 -January 19): Facing your fears will help you express how
you really feel; maybe you'll d-iscover that you're not afraid after all.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18): Getting caught up in the ways of society may
lead to discovering how alone you really are. Within the realization lies strength.
Pisces (February 19 -March 20): Finding tne courage to reunite yourself with

~~~~~~~~~!l!i~~~~~~~
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Intern ationa l Review
by Shawn Milb~

. Colum n .

On Wednesday, February 9th the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
the {onner Yugoslavia's Serbian forces 10 days to clear out heavy artillery

p~ovided

from the region directly encompassing the besieged city of Sarajevo. This ultimatum
is explicit. If the Serbs continue to shell Sarajevo within 10 days, or if the Serbs do not
remove their 500+ guns beyond a 12.4 mile NATO prescribed treaty zone by 7pm.
February 20th, NATO will initiate ta.ctical air strikes against the aggressor. While the
Serb's have apparently arranged for a cease fire, this does not ensure compliance with
NATO's demands.
~
·
·

~Saturday, February.5th the Serb's demonstrated' their ruthlessness ~heri they
killed 68 people and apparently wounded approximately 200 others by using the very
weapons that NATO insists the Serbs relocate. Snipers and stray mortar fragments
have decimated the people of Sarajevo for a significant proportion o£ the 22 month civil
war. The slaughter on February 5th is a good example of why NATO feels that finally
they must act to initiate forced peace in the short term, eventually spawning interest
in harmonious relations between the two sides of the fragmented Yugoslavia in the
years to come. ·
· ·
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NATO's pursuit of peace in this region involves a complicated network of interests
which I find very fascinating. In the wake of a global community moving so earnestly
towards the acquisition of the 11democratic'' political structure, NA10 (made up
entirely of democratic nations) sees the former Yugoslavia as an inhibition towards this
trend in Europe. The consolidation of a European Community (east and west as one)
saturated in democratic ideology-provides the foundation upon which a future Europe
can truly achieve their· aspiration to become an international economic superpower.
NATO is seeing through the pieces, looking forward into the future of a Chess match
which is slowly reaching endgame.
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NATO is interested in this future democratic Europe, which I call the 'Eurocracy', for
!Brr.o~ht to you with p[,.aw.ru. Cy tfu. cdl1mas£
wo~Ln9rr.ou.p:
purely economic reasons. I do not mean to insinuate that there is an interest in the
unification of the diverse cultures of Europe (please...), but I do see a k~n interest in
the establishment of an environment where free-market economics can finally rear its
ugly head. We can see how the outcome of this particular historicat ~~chess match" will
b<-"efit the United States and ·canada~ and why the U.S. has agreed to the 10 day
deadline and consequential air strikes if the Serbs do not comply. It is.apparent to this
author that a future Europe where democracy can prosper, liberal economics can be
by Susan Prill, Maya Kucij, and Jen non-food items, for example: pasta, tortilla
universal, and where traditionally democratic ideals can open new markets for nations
Gaudioso
Chips, Ginger Brew, Mter-the-Fall Juices,
(s~ch as ~A~0 me~bers) who may be at a present loss to locat~ new ~la~es to exploit
tofu, soymilk,Cloud Nine Chocolate, dried
wtth Capttabsm, wtll produce a fresh, contemporary EC wtth a solid economic
The old Dei<line site has been trans- beans, Fantastic Foods, shampoo, soap,
foundation.
·
_
.
formed into a community health. food Tom'sofMaine toothpaste, and much more.
Alas, my hidden cynicism towards the Capitalist system has finally appeared (at co-op store. Opening this Thursday, Where possible, organic~lly grown prodan item
least I waited until the end this time). I would like to think that NATO sees a future Feb. 17, the current store hours are: ucts are carried. If you do not
Eurocracy as one which will be inherently more at peace With itself (as demOcratic Thursdays 1-5, Fridays 1-5, and Friday in-stock, it may be possible to place a spenations rarely if ever go to war with each other), I?ut I know (from listening to Gabor nights 6-10. Since this student:-run store cial order.
Look for our coupon in this week's Oband others) that economic gains are where the incentive begins. I suppose this is a case is staffed by volunteers, the hours are,
of ends over means, where the process to attain global peace does not matter as miich for now, limited. Presently all profits server. It's good for 5% off any purchase of
as the attainment of that peace, but I cringe at the thought of a mutual human decency are being used to ;epay our loan from at least $5.00. Members receive a 5% disbeing placed second to the attainment of a great human fallacy, material wealth. We · the Dean of Students Office. Hopefully, countonall p~chases, including sale items.
need to keep in mind, that at the end of every Chess Match, there Is one king who does before long, these profits can be used Membership is open to everyone at the rate
to hire work-study students and there- of $10 a semester.
stand alone.
,_.
fore extend our hours. Any profits beHelp us name our store. Drop by and
(This colum'n is provided by the International Relations <::lub,and any opinions expressed are yond these will then be used to help give us your recommendation. If we choose
your suggestion, you will receive a gift
those of the author alone. The Observer will print any responses directed to these columns.) sponsor campus activities.
The store carries a variety of food and certificate worth $10.00 at our new store•
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WE LIVE HERE!
by Carolyn Dechaine and Gabriel Miller
As many of you are aware last semester
a series of discussions was initiated with
the objective of examining the lack of
community at Bard and the extent to which
Bard students are relatively passive recipients of what is known as the Ncollege
experience". From the beginning these
two phenomenon were seen as linked.
Some of the participants, including ourselves, argued that because Bard students
are almost completely excluded from the
decision making processes of the college
the degree of dissatisfaction and overall
lack of community are hardly surprising.
Because students have little or no input on
decisions concerning curriculum and all
aspects of the campus, the ~~college experience" seems to be less a process of sharing knowledge and more something which
isdonetoapassivestudentbody. Weoften
talk about or hear others referring to the
'apathy of Bard students". But is apathy
surprising when we are excluded from the
process of creating our college and our
world? This may be incredibly naive, but
why can't our college be run democratically? Why can't students have direct input and take part in making decisions about
our education? ''We live here!" means that
there is no distinct separation between our
lives and our educations. We don't only
study at Bard, we also live at Bard. A voice
in the academic and student-life decisions
will be an act of will in the determination of
1

our lives. Don't we have a special opportunity to increase the level of participation
and include people in discussion and debate? Essentially the question is why can't·
Bard College be the student's college?
Perhaps these questions aren't naive at
all.
Let's look at an example of a somewhat
inclusive form of decison making, the
Student Forum. The Student Forum is, not
surprisingly, a forum, which means that
the student government is constituted by
all the people who come out and show an
interest in what is going on. Everyone who
comes to Forums, is part of the student
government, has the opportunity to speak
and introduce resolutions. This is a very
participatory way of making ..decisions.
Does it work? Well, yes. Sort of.
The structure of the Student Forum is a
good one; decisions are made and often
good ones-even if the process is somewhat painful. Only a small portion of the
student body attends forums. This should
surprise no one. It should surprise no one
that a governing body which is relatively
powerless is not well attenQed. Last semester when the administration initiated
dorm locking against the will of the overwhelming majority of students, the forum
passed a resolution which criticized the
administration's blatant disrespect for
student wishes and called upon the administration to stop locking our homes
without our consent. The administration

felt free to ignore the decision of our Forum. Many students felt (whether they
were for or against dorm locking) that the
behavior of the administration revealed
their disregard for our wishes and their
denjal of our efforts at self determination.
Essentially the Student Forum is free to
make decisions which may or may not
have any impact at all depending on
whether the administration and faculty
like what we have decided. The problem
does not lie with the individual administrators who are no doubt frustrated in their
efforts to make the choices for a student
body whose composition isever-changing;
the problem is structural.
The role the administration should be
administering to the needs of the community, which is of course made up largely of
students. The administration should not
be making decisions for the community,
but rather acting upon them. As a student
once said, ''Bard college is not something
done to us in our best interest."
These ideas are largely drawn from a
series of discussions which took place last
semester in which students talked about
issues such as community, student life,
student-faculty-administration relationships and the simple fact that while we do
receive a Bard education we have very little
to do with defining what that education is.
These initial discussions were sponsored
bythei.D.R.O.,butparticipantsin theiDRO
and non-participants alike agreed that stu-

dent unity and the largest participation
possible were the objectives and toward
that end it was agreed that these discussions and any potential organizing for a
student voice would be indePendent of
any group and that it should strive to be as
inclusive as possible. Many students attended the discussions, there were many
new faces at each gathering. Each discussion was different but each time a common
thread was visible, that many things about
Bard need to be changed and that the best
method towards positive changes was the
development of a dialogueamongstudents
and organizing to act on our needs and our
ideas.
In student discussions a variety of issues
were raised all relating to decisions that
were carried out despite student opposition. Students expressed their frustration
with dorm-locking, the Presidential Commission report and Bard's continuing reluctance to introduce a multi-cultural education . The Presidential Commission
proposed major changes to the curriculum, but the members of the Commission
neglected to ask Bard students what they
thought about the matter. The uproar
among students was enormous and a Student Forum was called at which students
expressed themselves articulately and intelligently and made very clear that the
vast majority ofthe students were opposed ·
to the recommendations of the commiscorrtinwd mr pt~ge 10
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eocoa

with answers to your questions about your sweet confusions and your sticky sex problems

Dear Hot Cocoa,
I have a problem with my love life. It's dead. I have been looking to
breathesomelifeintoit,andlhav esomeideas.Howeveronepartic ular
possible sweetheart is difficult to approach. Here's why: this young
lady had a long standing relationship with someone else on campus.
I am inclined to believe that they are no longer an item, but certain
"activities" lead me to suspect things between them are not as "cut and
dry" as I would hope. I also feel that this lady's ex-beau is mightily
suspicious of me. As far as I know she is oblivious to my feelings. I
don't want to interfere, nor do I want to jeopardize our friendship.
How would you suggest I approach this delicate situation?
Signed,
Onanizing in Oberholzer

r:J;!
~

Dear.Onanizing- I'm sorry about the corpse. I think any student at Bard has to deal
with the fact that this is a very "incestuous" place. Almost every one
here has gone out with other people here, it is a small campus and
there's no way of getting around it. I think the best way to find out
about your lady-friend and her ex-beau would be to ask. Don't skywrite the question, bring it up in casual conversation (assuming you
have them with her and she's not on a distant pedastal) about relationships. You can ask under the guise of friendship and take your
stepsfromthere.Mostfriendstalk abouttheirlove-livessemiregula rly,
it shouldn't arouse any undue suspicions. I wish you luck and feel free
to write again for advice when you've reached the next step.
HotCocoa

Dear Hot Cocoa,
I have a loverI girlfriend, and I am having immense emotional
problems coming to accept the status of our love life. I am from South
Asia and am brown-skinned. My girlfriend is white with blonde hair
and blue eyes, and I think she may be intimidated by my skin color. I
tried to make her more comfortable by enacting what I thought would
be an erotic experience; before she came home from class one·day, I
prepared myself by rubbing cooking oil all over my body, and
wrapping myself in saran wrap. I greet her at the door, literally
dripping, holding out a rum+coke. She screamed and ran away. She
won't talk to me now and says I'm a kinky pig. What should I do? Help.
The Crisco Kid.
Dear Kid-Gosh, all greased up and noonetodo,sounds tuff. My mama always
told me, ''Never let yourself be hand-cuffed on a first date!" You
simply can't solve emotional problems with kinky sex (not that I have
anything against kinky sex mind you-I'm all four it!) It seems to me
like you should have talked about the problem first. My advice is to
give up, try again with someone else and try not to start any grease
fires if you smoke after sex.
Hot Cocoa

Disclaimer: Letters will be answered in the manner in which they are
written. So if you're not serious, neither am I. Send your inquiries through
campus mail to Hot Cocoa, c/o Bard Obseroer, Observer Plaza, Bard College.

~
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Our reviewer even looks at In the Name of the Father
Okay, we'll start off this
semester's movie column with
the two biggies of the winter
movie season: Phil adelphia and

Schindler's
List. Both
were long
awaited,
are
both
much talked
about, and
both are about big issues: the
AIDS epidemic and the Holocaust, respectively.
Issue movies are kind of a
problem, though, because it
becomes difficult to talk about
the movie without discussing
the issues which are their
subject matter. Is Philadelphia a
better movie if it makes people
aware of the AIDS issue? Is it a
lesser movie if it doesn't? Is
the validity of Schindler's List
as a film to be based on whether
it accurately portrays what
really happened? Do either of
these movies, or the people involved in them, have a responsibility to the issues they
present, or should such issues
be considered just another device for making a film more
effective, like when a TV miniseries claims, "based on a true
story?" Along with the movies
themselves as cinematic experience, we have to consider
what effect these issues have
on our viewing of them.
First off, Philadelphia. A young,
up-and-coming lawyer(played by
Tom Hanks) is fired because his
senior partners find out he has
AIDS -at least that's how it appears, even though this is left
slightly less than concrete in the
end. In his passion for his work
and for justice, Hanks sues his exemployers based on a Supreme
Court decision that it is illegal to
discriminate against AIDS patients. A local ambulance chaser
(Denzel Washington) agrees to
represent Hanks, in spite of his
own prejudices against homosexuals. From there, the movie
adresses the various points of the
court battle, as well as the issues
both Hanks and Washington must
face in their lives as the story unfolds.
The story is well told, the

pace is gripping, the acting is
nigh-impeccable. The development of the relationship
between Hanks and Washington is entertaining and touching, and the dev~lopments in
Washington's personal life and
views as a result of coming into
contact with Hanks are moving
and entertaining.
On the other hand, therearemany
relationships in thefilnm which are
notsowelldeveloped-forexample,
we are to believe that Hanks' family is so enlightened that they can
accept both his lifestyle and his illness with a completely enlightened
and supportive attitude. Okay, so
maybe Hanks is one of the lucky
ones, but this seems like an issue
that-might have been better off addressed rather than blown off-the
family is quite large, and even a
quiet dissenting voice would have
made it relate better to the world of
fear and prejudicethatthefilmgoes
to so much trouble to present. The
other relationship that Jacks is the
one between Hanks and his lover-somehow, thechemistryisless than
believable.
The biggest complaint to be
made, however, is that the character of Hanks winds up underdeveloped--by the end of the
movie, he's a guy with AIDS, and.
little more, to the point that the
outcome of the court case is underplayed tothefactthatHanksis
back in the hospital. Is this an
intentional attempt to show dramatically theresultsoflivingwith
AIDS, or is this the filmmaker allowing the issues addressed to
subjugate the story that is the
medium? It would- be fine if
Hanks' character were set up to
be a simple victim role all through
the film, but in the beginning we
are made to feel that there will be
more to him than that, and
throughout weare shown strange
but moving glimpses of passion
that hint to us that there really is a
character behind that disease. Not
that it doesn't work effectively,
just that I question how calculated that eff~ is.
On the other hand, many
people are saying that the film
doesn't dwell strongly enough
on what it means to be an AIDS
victim in our society, so perhaps this is an attempt at a
compromise between story and
social issue. So here's where

the issue comes in: do the filmmakers have an obligation to
adress certain aspects '){ the
issue in their work, or only
those which fit into the story
conveniently? Discussions of
this film are inevitably turned
to real life, and critics are more
often than not forced to defend
their opinions not with evidence from the film, but from
personal experience--"well,
have you known anyone with
AIDS?" To its credit, Philadelphia strikes a reasonably skilled
balance, in that it manages to
present both an issue and a
story in such a way that the
average person can get both
out of it, neither feeling that
the story has been sacrificed
completely for · the sake of the
issue it adresses, nor that the
AIDS issue is just a gimmick to
tug the viewer's heartstrings.
Okay, now for Schindler's Listthe story of Oskar Schindler
(played by Uam Neeson), a businessman in Nazi Germany whose
exploits saved several thousand
Jews from dying in Auschwitz.
The film is three and a half hours
long, and it tells a real epic of a
story, from just before the relocation of the Jews into the Jewish
slum areas by the Nazis all the
wayuptotheendofWorld War2.
It's filmed in black and white, and
the only criticism of Steven
Spielberg's direction is that he
does push the limits of melodrama
once in a while-but when you're
there in the middle of it all, it's
pretty easy to forgive him.
Overall, the mood of the film is
really effective, and the pace of
the story allows exultation in the
small victories that occur without
losing the sense of overall horror
at the events surrounding the
story. Ben Kingsley is excellent as
the humble accountant who manages to sway Schindler from opportunistic profiteering into a
position of sympathy for the oppressed Jews, although this is actually the area where the film has
the most problems-Schindler' s
character slips too easily into the
role of philanthropist, and whatever doubts he has about himself
in such a position are washed
away with a quick shrug of
Kingsley's humble shoulders. On
the other hand, since we all know

starring Daniel-Day Lewis.
This is the true story of a young
Belfast Irishman _who, along
with several friends and family members, was wrongly accused of the IRA bombing of a
London pub. Forced to sign a
confession under the threat of
violence to his father, who was
then also arrested as a conspirator, he was sentenced to
life in prison. The circumstances under which Lewis'
character is arrested and then
jailed are-truly horrifying, and
the movie is well directed
enough to carry this point
without belaboring it. The acting in the film is for the most
part excellent, from the main
characters to the bit parts, and
Lewis himself is exceptional,
especially considering what a
demanding role this would
have to be (he is on-screen for
at least 75% of the film).
The details of the story as- it
unfolds are as complex as any
mainstream thriller, which is
amazing when you consider that
it's all taken from actual events
(the film was adapted from
Conlon's autobiography, which
has now been re-released under
the same name). It's truly scary
that a story with such Orwellian
undertones could have happened
so recently (Conlon was finally
cleared of all charges for the crime
in the late eighties, and only then
was he released from jail; his father had already died in prison),
and the film makes the point that
many people in similar situations
don't live to have their names
cleared.
In my opinion, this movie does a
better job of dramatizing an issue
than does either Philadelphia or
Schindler's List; it is a factual story,
one that few today will question
the validity of, and it presents the
horrorsofpoliticaloppression with
a realistic but insistently focused
attitude. The characters are never
forced to be anything more than
human, and we are allowed to see
the frustration and fanaticism that
can be associated with a quest for
justice. A really effective film, it
scores big in all categories-the acting, the story, the directing are all
there, and I'm really sutprised it
Yet another recent movie hasn't become more popular.
adressing poignant social is- Highly recommended, even if you
sues is In the Name of the Father, have to hit NYC to do so.
V'

that this switch is coming, it would
not necessarily have been a good
idea to belabor the point, either.
As far as issues go, this one is a
little different from Philadelphia in
that it adresses an issue of history
rather than one of contemporary
life. This makes it no less an emotional experience, and in fact
probably aids it in that fewer
people will want to debate it from
personal experience. The point of
the movie is both to honor the
figure of Schindler and recognize
his work in the war, as well as to
focus a more dramatic eye on the
atrocities of that time.
Again, here's where the issue
comes in: was Schindler really
someone worth honoring? Different people are saying different
things-while it is not disputed
that he made it possible for many
Jews to escape Nazi persecution,
there are some who say that he
only did so when those Jews were
able to pay small fortunes for the
service. For the sake of the story
itself, this question is almost irrelevant; whether it happened or not,
it makes a great movie, and regardless of the melodrama, there
are segments that call into question the values we apply to lifemost notably in a scene where
Schindler compares the value of
the material objects around him
to the price it cost to save a Jew
from the death camps.
Spielberg really does seem to
want us to walk away with the
thought that Schindler was a
genuine hero of sorts during a
time when few were brave enough
to act, and because of this his film
is being strongly debated. For every person who wants to thank
him for a conscience-raising film,
there is another who would con-·
demnhimfor sensationalizing the
truth and glossing over the facts
of history. If you see the movie,
try not to worry about whether it
really happened or not-there's
time for that afterward. Appreciate it for the beauty it
achieves and the points it
makes-and makes well--about
human nature, and try to accept the rest as at least wellintentioned, whether you find
it plausible or not.

Basketball (1-17)
_1/28 vs. Southern Vermont Losf 56-99
2/3 vs. Pratt_lnst.i tute. Lost 61.-84 ··
2/5 Bard rournament .
..
· Lost to Albany College 58-81
Lost
St. Joseph•sJ ~rooklyn 57-74_

to

Men•s Fencing (1-3) ·
2/5 vs~ Stevens Tech ·Lost 7-20

: Women•s Fencing
(2-4)
·
.
.
.

.

-

.

--

..:-_

---

;., • .

'

2/S vs.· Stevens Tech ·:Lost 6-1·0

-· Mel1•s Volleyball
(1-4)
.
.
.

'

-_..

'

' ...

~~--------~----~~~~~~~
. Men'• vai;rity volleyball
makes valiant attempt

.
.
. 2/10 vs. Danapo Lost 0-3 ·
.
·..-~/13 Independent Athletic Conference Tournament'

. Mt. St. Vincent Won 3·0 . .' .
.. . . . . ''· : . . ·. vs=
·
·:"-~~.- NJ Tech Lost.o~3 ·
.. .. ..· · :· vs. Yeshiva·
Lost· o-3
.
'· .- .
·.vs~ Stevens Tech Lost 0·3
.

~

..

.

'

team

.

\:'

·.

·.·. •·•·. Men•s Squash

-_

.- ··.:·· . .

_

.·· _- ·

2/4 vs. Navy Lost 0·9
2113 vs. Haverford-Lost 1-8
.vs. Geor e Washin ton 2-7

~rnscru~® ~Gu® @®-CIDUU~ - ~OIJ[fW®W [fJ®~MO~~~- .
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continued from page 7

sion. However, the matter was
not decided with the direct involvement of student. The Faculty Senate decided the matter
and only because the proposal was
terribly ill-conceived and the
students were able to plead their
case to the powers that be, did the
Senate'sdedsioncoincidewith the
students wishes.
-~In many· other cases the intere.sts ~nd wants of the students
nave not co~ncided with the
f~~~lty'soradministration's,such

as dorm locking, apparently still
¥ES, and the denial of tenure to
Carol Nackenoff and the failure
to_rehire Leo Smith (who have
both gone on to very prestigious
positions)._
.
· .-.Piscussion also touched on
·practical approaches. The need to
constantly be involving more
people was stressed. The significance of the Forum as a center for
students, but also Its relative
powerlessness, was referred to.

We live here (continued)
The need to influence the design
of the plann~ new student cente~ as we~l as all additions to the
campus was talked about. In fact,
so many excellent ideas were beingformulated thattheappalling
wa51e of our exclusion from decision making became readily apparent.
· Students spoke of these decisions and how genuine student
participation in decision making
could have made a real difference. Of course the faculty and
administration have skills, expertise and knowledge and we are
lucky to have them working ·for
us, but if their ~guments are
sound whycan'ttheyconvinceus
rather than make decisions which
a.(f~~t ourJives behin4_~losed
doors.
Inspired by the discussions a
group of students tried to attend a
faculty meeting but were expelled
because of the Faculty meetings
. closed doo~ policy." The majority

of faculty voted for expulsion, but
a rilinority did support the student presence, one professor expressing pleasure at the student
interesfand anothe! raising a fist
in support. This situation led to
the formulation of letter calling
for entry of students into all meetings (except in exceptional cases)
which a quarter of the entire student body signed. As of yet the
faculty Executive Committee has
not even felt obliged to respond.
At this time communication and
deba.te in the Observer began.
Many students wrote to share
ideas that had been developed in
the discUssions while others wrote
inresponse. Thesewritingsraised
awareness of important student
issues and brought people who
had not been involveg into activ:ity. The co~unity discourse
needs to be developed; the con.:.
versation is ongoing. The conversation thus far has
led to a call fo~ change in the

a

college'sdecisionmaking process
in order to bring students faculty
and administrators into collaborative participation. Since forums
already exist for each of these
groups to gather among themselves the need is clear for a new
forum. The ideas discUssed in the
faculty meetings or the student
forum or in administration meetings would be brought forth in
the new forum for discussion by
all groups and individuals involved. The pro.posal is for a decision making forum open to equal
participation by any and all students, faculty,and administrators
(a truly egalitarian non-representative structure) from which the
final and binding decisions will
emerge. By keeping the existing
forums intact the members of
each group, students, faculty and
adminishators will all be able to
confer among themselves, but
the power to put ideas into action
is not held. in the hands of an

Liar, liar
Dear Editor,

the heater work more. That's how degreesmostofthetime,onlyonce
heaters work. If it's colder, they approaching 60 degrees, and cer· tainly nowhere near room temInthecoveroflastweek'sObserver crank it up.
,Mr.CMrlesSimmonswasquoted
Pointnumberthree:Studentsdid perature. When we complained of
as5ayingthatthereason why many nottumofftheirthermosta~Bard lack of heat, Mr. Simmons himself
roOms in Stone Row had no heat did.IstayedinmyStoneRowroom offered no less than three altemawas becausestudentsleftwindows until the Sunday before Break, as I tivesforlackofheat.Hefirstblamed
open and turned their thermostats ~ was allowed to, but Bard had'shut thestudentsoutright;acoupledays
off.· Assuming Mr. Simmons was offtheheatthatFridayafternoon.I later, he claimed that the
not misquoted or paraphrased in- couldn't figure out ho~ to get the ~~neywell" thermostats which
cotTectly, he is lying through his J::teat on, let alone off. Some of my every room on main campus uses
·teeth.
neighbors still do not have heat, were all broken, and that B&G had
·· ·Point number one: Students did and those who do have it on an · to wait while a Honeywell repairnot leave their windows open over intennittent basis.
. man came to Bard to fix them; fiJanitary Intercession. I know both
Point number ,four: I worked in nally, he told us that the boiler was
· st~dents whos~ rooms were the booksto~ all January, and we down. But then he changed his
floodedinSouthHoffman,andthey did not have heat at all. In fact, story. Then he did it again. Now I
dig not leave even their storm neither did any of the offices in guess its back to blaming Bard
windows open, either. (Oh, he Stone Row (Career Development, students.
didn't mention that, did he?)
HEOP). One of the b9okstore
There are three possibilities for
Pointnumbertwo:Leavingwin- managers brought in a thermom- thelackofheatleadingtothefrozen
dows open does not make the heat eter and putitnearthecomputerin pipesandflooding.Anadministrago off. Quite the contrary, it makes the back. The thermometer read 45 tor thought Bard could save money

by turning off the heat (I've heard
this is done every January); B&G
turned the heat off (unlikely, as
B&G only does what the adminis. tra.tiontellSthemtodo);·ortheboiler
broke down. Now, if the boiler
broke, which is the most probable
cause, why doesn't Bard simply
admit it? It's not as though B&G is
to blame for Bard's hopelessly
outdated and constantly in need of
repair heating system. It appears
that Bard is all too willing to blame
studentsthroughfaultyarguments
rather than just admitting the
problem and fixing it.
Bytheway, the washer machines
in Stone Row were finally emptied
of dirty water from being flooded.
Somebody must have left the laundry room's permanently sealed
window open.

exclusiveorminoritygroup. This
model exists only as a proposal;
there are many problems and
concerns to be worl,<ed through.
TheprocessofchangeatBard will
need to involve the broadest sector of the community possible.
Right now the idea is to foster
communicating and organizing.
Discussions will continue on
Tuesday nights when no Student
Forum is scheduled. We will get
together in Aspinwall, third floor
at about 9:00p.m. Clearly there is
a need to maintain motivation and
continue to build the level of participation in community diseussion. It often seems that Bard is
changing. Who is deciding the
direction the college is moving
in? Who is setting priorities and
choosing goals? Students, both
through their ideas and actions,
need to become directly active in
the process of determining' what
Bard college is.

Financial Politics
Dear Sean O'Neill:
I read your editorial on page 10
of the last Observer of the Fall semester. I am very encouraged by
the extent of your discussion and
interest concerning the College
and its governance. I leave it to
your judgment and that of the
editor whether you wish to publish this response in the next issue
of the Observer, but I am writing it
with the full expectation that you
maywishtodoso.However,Idid
not want you as the writer to wait
for a formal reply that could be
printed. I think that some of the
pointsyouraisedmeritaresponse.
My purpose here is to correct certain errors in fact and .to suggest
that some of the pointS of view
you put forward may warrant reconsideration.
First, there is no statistical increase in attrition. As I indicated
inmylettertotheObseruer,itisnot
clear who does not return and for
what reasons. We hope to find
out. While you may have the subjective impression of the College
as "nomadic'', the facts tell a different story. Seventy-five percent
of the students who enter graduatewithinfiveyears.Studentstake
semesters off and study abroad.
The history of retention over the
years is exactly opposite from the
one you suggest. A decade ago it
was 60 perv-ent, and twenty years
ago is was under 50 percent. So
attrition at the College has been
going down steadily. Second,
there is the startling and, I have to
admit, even staggering notion
imbedded in your editorial that
the financial aid we give is "buying off" students. And you make
the allegation that the money for
that presumed process comes
from the full-tuition-paying students. Let me address these points
in order.
1. In order to fulfill its mission,
the College, as an institution
dedicated to a high quality and
diverse student body, has intentionally increased its financial aid
budget and raises money for that
purpose. The College raises over
$7 million a year in the annual
fund, of which the overwhelming
portion goes to financial aid. Another part of the financial aid
comes from the income we receive from endowment. The
amount of unfunded financial aid
is therefore miniscule. Furthermore, only 30 percent of the student body pays full tuition, so
that it would be implausible for

the funds for financial aid to come
from tuition income. For the College to break even, it must raise
themoneyitdoesnotreceivefrom
tuition and fees, and since the
largest expense item is financial
aid, the money has to come from
philanthropy.
2. While I perfectly understand
a concern about the financing of
financial aid, I am astonished at
the attitude expressed in your
editorial about the giving of financial aid. I have the highest respect for two institutions that
· charge no tuition at all, Berea College in Kentucky and Cooper
Union. The principle behind financial aid is the idea that people
should be permitted to_attend college regardless of their means. In
this sense, merit and need for financial aid go hand in hand. Any
college or university of real quality in the private sector has between 60 and 70 percent of its
studentsonfinancialaid.Thisyear
Bard will have between four and
five applicants for every place in
the freshman class. Our capacity
to give away financial aid permits
us to admit students to Bard without regard to their ability to pay.
The idea that the College would
raise money and give financial
aid in order to ''buy'' students, as
if that were some kind of cynical
or sinister act, is troublesome, to
say the least. Since my ideal of an
institution is one in which no tuition at all is charged but where
admission is solely on the basis of
merit and appropriateness, it is
clear the giving of financial aid is
at the very essence of what an
institution ought to do.
While we hope that students
whocometoBardremainherefor
the full four years of their undergraduate education, all colleges
(and particularly smaller institutions in rural areas) know that the
initial choice of an entering student may not be the appropriate
or best choice. I have always been
sympathetic to the European systern in which students spend semesters at various institutions. It
is clearly an English and Amencan tradition that one starts and
finishes at the same college. But
there are positive reasons to leave
a particular institution. We have
many alumni/ae who are very
generous to Bard who transferred
in and also transferred out and
completed their education elsewhere. One institution cannot be
all things to all people. There is a

constructive process of transfer
and change. Our goal is to improve the quality of the academic
and extracurricular life on campus. It is not to push retention
rates beyond what they reasonably ought to be.
I wanted to express these points
of view to you as soon as possible
sothatyoumighthavethechance
to reflect on them over the break.
I would be happy to talk to you
about these matters. I am probably most concerned about the
notion that Bard, whose applications have ·quadrupled over the
last fifteen years, would so aggressively increase its financial
aid precisely at a timewhenitdid
not have to do so for any other
reason but to provide a more fair,
equitable, and broad-based opportunity for young people to
attend this college. My life would
be a lot easier if we simply admitted students who could pay. I
·then would be relieved of a lot of
fund raising.
Even a cursory glance at other
institutions of Bard's quality will
show that every institution in the
private sector in this country is
dependent on financial aid in ordertorecruitandmaintainahighquality and diverse student body.
The private sector in the late
twentieth century is surrounded
by a much cheaper public sector,
and its cost have risen well beyond thecapacityofmostpeople.
Financial aid is a constructive necessity and should be looked
upon in that way. I speak for
many donors to the financial aid
fund when I say that they believe, and I think correctly so,
that they are giving to a good
cause and helping people attend
Bard, where the process and experience of education, by any
reasonable comparison in the
private sector or with state insti. tutions,aredistinctive,desirable,
demanding, and of the highest
quality. This does not mean, as
you and other students suggest,
that things at Bard can't and
shouldn't be changed and improved.
Cordially,
Leon Botstein
President

........

===

Archives of the
Elders
To the Bard Community
Since December 13, a group of Bard students have been
attempting to establish a tutorial called Archives of the Elders. The
tutorial will be led by Nancy Red Star. We have received
resistance from the administration from all angles and are
reaching out to you, the students. If you would like to support
us and receive a packet of information about the tutorial,
please contact one of the individuals listed below and they
would be happy to help you.
Sarah Fridrich (752-7320)
Eric Landaverde (ext.341)
Edward Martinez (7124)
Tim Oakes (7124)

Leslie Kuhn (7153)
Sesame Lee (7028)
Monica Monroy (7121)

.
TewltSb1ur'1~

campus

Otfficeno>later than noon the
>SaltulrclCJiy l)ef:c:H"4ftl1e liss1Lie•• f9r which they are Intended.
IS.~c:e cm>·ttMt .Airt01thE~r \rie,~]~nd Letters.pages works on
I Y•• first. ~~W6•e basils; iif ~"'eca1rentM fit your submission In
l >· c~Ehweell:/ i1t ,wrillbc!•• gularcant~eect space the next week.
I
lno1fe~xcc:llulde>>aray lmaltel"ial unless it Is slanderous.
ofthe ·author. Classifieds
I / all'tifreettt>/B.ardliarasilndcost $0.10/word per Issue for
region. For more lnfonnation on
. . . . . . >•··• •·•>·•>0 UrD011iciies or advertising rates please call
. ............. ··•>·· .
• . . . .•..•• .· .. .. (914) 758-0772 or write:
Bai'CIObservwBardCollege Box 185 Annandale. N.Y.12504
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* The Garden of Flnzi·Contlnls. directed by Vittorio de Sica. Preston Theater. 7p.
* Europa,
directed by Agnieska Holland. Preston
9p.

* Mesa de Espaiiol. jNo te Ia pierdas!. Kline Commltee Room 6-7p.
* Grand Union Run. Leaves at 6p and retunis at 7p. Meet the van behind Kline.
* Scottish Country Dancing. Join us for dance and refreshments. Manor Uvlng

Euro~,

*

RoOm, 7:30-9:30p.

*

GRAND OPENING. Bard'; own natural food store is now open for business. Old

*

5:30-Gpm Tavola ttallana, Kline President's. Room. All Welcome! Join us for

.

* No classes today!
classes!

Dekllne, 1·5p (also open on Friday 1·5p and 6-10p.)
conversation at 6-7p. Benvenuti!

*

-

l~uctory Yoga will start today, contact

*

* MONDAY. FEBRUARY 21· *
* TUESDAY•. FEBRUARY 22 *

and jobs. Obreshkove lounge, 9p.

*

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 20

*

Just kiddinSr wanted to see if you were paying attention. Go to your

Taxe5 and Tea. Workshop with Gerald Kelly on filling your taxes. Ask all your
questions and have a beverage with the financial wizard. Albee Social, 7p.~

·

*

Prof. Ben Vromen for more information.

* Mld·HudsoniLarreynaga Sister Cities ProJect welcomes new memberstoday in

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 23

*

the Kline College Room at Sp.

*

* ~RAGLE (Bisexuals, Activists, Gay Lesbians Et al:) meeting. Come one, come all! Albee

* Grand Union Run. Leaves at 6p and returns at 7p. Meet the van behind Kline.

Social

S:~p.

Mesa de Espaftol. ;Note la pierdas! Kline Commltee Room 6-7p.

*

CharJie Roth, storyteller, performs Chassidic tale, meditations and Niggunim with
musical accompaniment by Zoe Zak from Cara de Luna. beKIIne, 9p
•

·-=::

* Morphine. phenomenal band from Boston that does not have a guitar player. (That is a

good thing). Free with Bard ID., coUrtesJ' of the Entertainment Comm. Old
GJ'm., 10p

*

*

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 18
i

*

-

,:

Avl Hadarl, Israeli Actor/Director presents Israeli theater and music. Drama workshop

at the Dnlma Studio, 4p.

* Beginning squash lesso... For further information contact Kris Hall at 758-7530. At
~

.

* The Black Banana, directed by Benjamin Hayeem. Preston Theatre, 9p.

* Maureen Foi'TeS'tal, Career Development Counselor will discuss summer internships
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 17

.

* Late Summer Blues, directed by Renen Schorr. Preston Theater. 7p.

*

Bard College Folk Society Concert Series presents Susan Wemer. This folk
songwriter and interpreter will be performing in the,OIIn Auditorium at Bp.

· *

Th~ater,

the Stevenson Gym, 3-4p.

* .,

-_C:zEc rr OUT!. Do you have an interes! in Czech culture? Would you like to learn
some Czech words, Czech expressions or experience Czech humor? Come to the Czech table.
Kline Presidents Room. 5·6:30p.
*The Independent Performance Gub is meeting~ the Olin Moon Room, 6:3op,
Bdng td.-1
.
· · ~
-

·ic Israeli Music presented by Avi Hadari. Videos as a reflection of Political, Social and
Cultural life. Preston Th-tre. Bp.

*

The Rocky Horror Picture Show. Sponsored by BAGLE and the Film Committee,
·Student Center 10p.
.

Meet all vans or buses in the parking lot behind Kline Commons. _

